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Abstract. In case studies we relate dayside auroral tran-
sients to IMFBy-distorted plasma convection cells based on
high-resolution observations from the ground. We selected
three days representing positive and negative IMFBy con-
ditions when SuperDARN returned reliable dayside convec-
tion patterns in the sector of our optical observations from
Ny Ålesund, Svalbard (76◦ MLAT). We combine two per-
spectives on the dayside aurora, the local and the global.
In the first we derive the fine-structure of dayside precipi-
tation/convection as a function of magnetic latitude (MLAT)
and magnetic local time (MLT), which is necessary to un-
derstand the local M-I coupling processes (Birkeland cur-
rent structure). The larger perspective (quasi-global day-
side aurora) may be used to shed light on the solar wind-
magnetosphere interconnection topology. The auroral mor-
phology consists of brightening events and poleward moving
auroral forms (PMAFs) in the pre- and postnoon sectors lon-
gitudinally separated by a band of strongly attenuated aurora
near noon. We find that the MLT-dependent spatial struc-
ture in the dayside aurora (PMAFs/prenoon – “midday gap
aurora” – PMAFs/postnoon) which is present during stable
IMF conditions is altered by temporal structure during inter-
vals of IMF/solar wind plasma transients. The focus is on the
PMAF substructure (so-called “rebrightening forms”) which
we identify as dynamical plasma flow shear arcs (FSAs) in
By-distorted dawn- and dusk-centered convection cells in the
close vicinity of the cusp.
Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Auroral phenomena;
Magnetopause, cusp, and boundary layers; Storms and sub-
storms)
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1 Introduction
Poleward moving auroral forms (PMAFs) have been recog-
nized for many years as a major ionospheric signature of im-
pulsive reconnection at the magnetopause. They have been
related to other ionospheric and cusp signatures of recon-
nection. It follows that their dynamics reflects changes in
the reconnective coupling including the effects of other so-
lar wind/IMF transients. They are sensitive monitors and the
dynamics (brightenings, expansion etc.) can be related to un-
derlying convection flows. They can thus furnish important
clues on the reconnection process itself, and indeed they have
been the object of recent hybrid (kinetic ions, fluid electrons)
simulations (Omidi and Sibeck, 2007).
In this paper we shall report three case studies of high-
resolution observations of the dayside aurora and plasma
convection obtained by ground instrumentation. We empha-
size PMAFs and we shall study both the local and the more
global aspects of the dayside aurora. In the local perspec-
tive we study the role of local flow shear in exciting sub-
structure of PMAFs. The local auroral structure and flow
shear are placed in the context of the large-scale dayside
plasma convection pattern consisting of dawn-centered and
dusk-centered convection cells and the corresponding auroral
forms/activities. The quasi-global perspective on the dayside
aurora and plasma convection, obtained by combining the
observations in the prenoon, midday, and postnoon sectors,
is discussed in relation to the IMF-magnetosphere intercon-
nection topology. The study is restricted to intervals when a
significant IMFBy component is present, giving rise toBy-
distorted (asymmetric) convection cells. In recent studies we
have documented aurora-convection configurations persist-
ing during steady southeast/west IMF and solar wind condi-
tions (Sandholt and Farrugia, 2007a,b). Here we shall focus
on the responses of aurora/convection to specific transients
in the IMF orientation and the solar wind dynamic pressure.
Thus we address the question of dayside auroral transients
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directly driven by fluctuations in external parameters such as
the solar wind dynamic pressure and theBy andBz compo-
nents of the IMF (see alsoNewell and Sibeck, 1993). Our
case studies of dayside auroral activity from the ground per-
spective is complementary to the average picture of dayside
electron acceleration events in relation to convection which
has been established byNewell et al.(2005).
PMAFs were originally described byVorobjev et al.
(1975) who reported the poleward propagation of forms on
the dayside during intervals of disturbed magnetic conditions
(substorms) when the dayside oval expanded equatorward. A
revival of interest in PMAFs occurred in the mid-1980s asso-
ciated with the search for ionospheric signatures of magne-
topause flux transfer events (FTEs) and the associated newly
reconnected field lines. FTEs had been identified by mag-
netic field perturbations at the magnetopause, specifically a
bipolar variation in the field component normal to the magne-
topause and simultaneous deflections in the tangential com-
ponents. They have been interpreted in terms of transient
magnetopause reconnection (Russell and Elphic, 1978).
As part of an investigation of the role played by tran-
sient reconnection in the dynamics of the magnetosphere-
ionosphere system a search for ionospheric FTE signatures
in the dayside aurora, plasma convection, and magnetic de-
flections was initiated (Goertz et al., 1985; Sandholt et al.,
1986; McHenry and Clauer, 1987). Signatures of FTE flux
tubes in the local dayside aurora, as observed from one sin-
gle station, and the associated local magnetic deflections and
plasma convection features were soon identified (Sandholt
et al., 1990). The local auroral signature consisted of the fol-
lowing essential elements: (i) short-lived (1–2 min) bright-
ening (“breakup”) events (dayside LLBL/BPS-type precipi-
tation) followed by (ii)∼10–15 min long PMAFs extending
into the regime of mantle precipitation (high-latitude polar
cusp) (Sandholt et al., 1993), (iii) a substructure of PMAFs
consisted of arcs appearing in the region of the flow re-
versal of the Southwood-type FTE-related convection pat-
tern (Southwood, 1987; Sandholt et al., 1990), and (iv) an
event recurrence every 5–10 min. Later, statistical studies
showed the presence of a clear minimum in the PMAF activ-
ity in the midday sector (Fasel, 1995; Karlson et al., 1996).
Closer studies of the IMF dependence showed that the clas-
sical PMAFs were observed exclusively in intervals when, in
addition to the negativeBz component, a significant IMFBy
component (≥2 nT) was also present (Sandholt et al., 2004).
This IMF state is accompanied by a distorted 2-cell con-
vection pattern with a characteristicBy-related dawn-dusk
asymmetry (Weimer, 1995).
Recent studies of the quasi-global dayside aurora under
steady southeast IMF conditions showed that PMAFs orig-
inating in the postnoon sector (13:00–15:00 MLT) are sep-
arated from the PMAFs originating in the prenoon sector
(09:00–11:00 MLT) by a less intense auroral band around
noon which is often referred to as the “midday gap au-
rora” (Cogger et al., 1977; Sandholt and Farrugia, 2003).
The latter emission band also often appears in the form of
a midday auroral brightening sequence (MABS). MABS are
localized in the close vicinity of the zero-point potential line
separating the dawn-centered and dusk-centered convection
cells (Sandholt and Farrugia, 2007a). Thus, in contrast to
to the PMAFs/prenoon and PMAFs/postnoon the the mid-
day gap and the associated MABS occur in a region of low
flow shear (vorticity) where less intense Birkeland currents
are expected/observed (Iijima and Potemra, 1978).
The association of PMAFs/prenoon and PMAFs/postnoon
with the distorted dawn-centered and dusk-centered convec-
tion cells, respectively, led to an investigation of an IMF
By-related dawn-dusk asymmetry in the PMAF latitudinal
structure (Sandholt and Farrugia, 2007b). This PMAF asym-
metry is closely related to the different Birkeland current
configurations existing in the two MLT sectors. Assuming
that the three auroral phenomena (PMAFs/prenoon, MABS,
PMAFs/postnoon) are ionospheric signatures of magne-
topause FTEs the implication is that the geoeffectiveness
(as measured by the aurora – Birkeland current intensity) of
FTEs is different in the different local time sectors (Sandholt
and Farrugia, 2007b).
The auroral configuration described above for steady
southeast/west IMF conditions maybe described in terms of
an S-shaped IMF – magnetosphere interconnection topology
(reconnection line) as described byMoore et al.(2002). The
tilted X-line running through the subsolar region extends to
high latitudes in opposite hemispheres on the dawn and dusk
sides. In this study we shall study the response of the day-
side aurora and plasma convection to northward rotations of
the IMF from the southeast/west states. In selected cases
we shall establish the quasi-global perspective of the day-
side aurora (09:00–14:00 MLT sector) and demonstrate the
2-dimensional evolution of the auroral events by using ASC
observations. These observations may shed new light on the
question of spatial and temporal evolution of the reconnec-
tion events on the magnetopause associated with IMF tran-
sients. This is one aspect of our study. The other aspect is
the substructure of PMAFs themselves, which appears from
the local perspective on the dayside aurora.
In the early 1990s Fasel performed a systematic study of
the details of the PMAF activity and made a classification of
the different types based on difference in the complexity of
their brightening history (Fasel et al., 1994a; Fasel, 1995).
The PMAFs substructure was referred to by Fasel as “multi-
ple brightenings” or “rebrightening” forms. In the simplest
case the initial brightening is followed by a PMAF with de-
creasing intensity during the later phase of poleward expan-
sion (type 1 events). In other cases the initial activation is fol-
lowed by one or more “rebrightenings” appearing at succes-
sively higher latitudes (type 2). The type 3 events are similar
to type 2, but slow down and stop after having moved into the
polar cap. Thus, in the third category the northernmost stage
appears as a long-lasting (10–15 min) form with or without
rebrightenings. The phenomenon of “rebrightening” forms
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appearing at successively higher latitude was explained in
terms of patchy reconnection in a multiple X-line configu-
rations (Fasel et al., 1994b; Omidi and Sibeck, 2007).
In this study we shall discuss the substructure of PMAFs
in relation to plasma convection data obtained by the Super-
DARN network of ground-based radars. Emphasis is placed
on the role played by local ionospheric flow shears. It is
well known that dayside aurorae and polar cap (sun-aligned)
arcs may appear in regions of upward-directed Birkeland cur-
rents required by current continuity in regions of local flow
shear (Reiff et al., 1978; Carlson et al., 1988; Sandholt et al.,
1990; Frey et al., 2003; Oksavik et al., 2004, 2005). Here we
shall investigate the role played by such flow shears in the
excitation of the PMAF substructure we refer to as equator-
ward boundary intensifications (EBIs) and poleward bound-
ary intensifications (PBIs). The most intense auroral events
we study are found to be transient flow shear arcs (FSAs)
triggered by interplanetary magnetic field transients and/or
associated pulses of enhanced solar wind dynamic pressure.
That auroral forms may be directly driven by such external
triggers has been anticipated byNewell and Sibeck(1993).
Thus, this paper addresses the role of external triggers in the
excitation of flow shear arcs in the cusp region including the
multiple brightening of PMAFs.
2 Observations on 3 December 1997
2.1 Case overview
Figure 1 shows a schematic illustration of the aurora-
convection relationship as derived from the observations
obtained during the interval 05:40–09:30 UT, 3 December
1997. This is meant to be an extract of essential features
of the observations representing three local time sectors
(prenoon-noon-postnoon) on this day. This is what we re-
fer to as the quasi-global perspective on the dayside aurora.
Thus, this overview of the aurora-convection state contains
both spatial (MLT/MLAT) and temporal structure. By the
latter we mean features triggered by variations in the IMF
and the solar wind dynamic pressure. By this case we shall
also illustrate the three subcategories of PMAF brightening
history described byFasel(1995).
In this plot the observation site is marked by a solid dot,
the scanning direction and the range of the MSP is shown
as a double-arrowed line, and the all-sky camera (ASC) field
of view is indicated by the circles. We stress the follow-
ing elements: (i) PMAFs/prenoon in the dawn-centered con-
vection cell with two phases of expansion: first noonward
and then poleward in the fading phase (see thick arrows), (ii)
the “midday gap aurora” with the characteristic midday auro-
ral brightening sequence (MABS; marked by the three dots),
(iii) PMAFs/postnoon with, and without, multiple brighten-
ings during poleward expansions in the dusk-centered con-




















Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of aurora and plasma convection in
MLT/MLAT coordinates representing the interval 05:40–09:30 UT
on 3 December 1997. Approximate fields of view (at 630.0 nm) of
the MSP at NyÅlesund are indicated by double-arrowed meridional
lines for the times 05:40 UT, 07:50 UT, 08:40 UT, and 09:20 UT.
Magnetic north is up. Circles mark the FOVs of the ASC (630.0 nm)
at the same selected times. Auroral motions are indicated by arrows
attached to the respective forms. Plasma convection streamlines are
marked red.
latitude brightening events (PBIs; type 3 events) associated
with plasma flow transients directly driven by the IMF/solar
wind. The latter PBIs are triggered by IMF northward turn-
ings and are associated with the westward protrusion of a
pecific dusk-centered convection cell. We shall argue that
this is a lobe cell (in the Discussion). The PBIs (marked
by thick dashed line) appear in a region of clockwise flow
vorticity. Thus the bright auroral form located well north of
Ny Ålesund is accompanied by a strong flow shear which
is consistent with an intense upward-directed Birkeland cur-
rent. This leads us to refer to this auroral form as a flow shear
arc (FSA; see Discussion).
Two different temporal structures are included in Fig.1.
One is the above mentioned westward protrusion of the dusk-
side convection cell with the associated flow shear arc (FSA).
This is the response to an IMF transient in which the IMF
rotated due east (the 09:20 UT event). The other is the re-
sponse to a southward turning giving rise to equatorward ex-
pansion of the aurora from 08:40 UT onwards (marked by
arrow pointing down in the postnoon sector). This type of
equatorward motion of the cusp equatorward boundary is of-
ten called an “erosion” event.
In this study we combine the different elements included
in the previous studies (Maynard et al., 2001; Farrugia
et al., 2003) and add a critical new element: the convec-
tion data from SuperDARN. We thereby obtain an interesting
www.ann-geophys.net/26/2159/2008/ Ann. Geophys., 26, 2159–2177, 2008
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WIND/SWE/MFI        December 3, 1997         (GSM)









































































Fig. 2. Wind magnetic field and solar wind plasma data for the
interval 07:00–09:30 UT. Panels from top to bottom shows proton
density, bulk speed, temperature, dynamic pressure, the total mag-
netic field and its componentsBx , By , andBz. The bottom panel
shows the IMF clock angle in the GSM Y-Z plane.
synthesis of the auroral and convection data available on this
day. The combined ground-satellite observations near the
09:00 MLT meridian in Fig.1 is included here for complete-
ness. On this day spacecraft Polar, at mid-altitudes in the
magnetosphere, crossed a wide range of MLATs in this mid-
morning sector under similar IMF conditions (south-east) as
the later observations. The different field-aligned current
regimes traversed by the spacecraft have been marked in the
figure, as C1-C2-R1-R2 currents. Each region is character-
ized by different auroral forms as documented by the ground
observations during the interval 05:30–06:00 UT (Farrugia
et al., 2003). At lower latitudes, the traditional R1 and
R2 regimes are associated with discrete forms and a diffuse
green line aurora, respectively, as marked in the figure. The
northernmost regime (C1) is characterized by an outward-
directed Birkeland current and intense auroral emissions at
both 557.7 and 630.0 nm. The HYDRA instrument on Po-
lar observed a characteristic sequence of ion/electron bursts.
These plasma bursts are interpreted as solar wind plasma
injected into the mid-altitude cusp in association with flux
transfer events. The C1-C2 cusp currents poleward of the
R1-R2 system is identical to the IMFBy-related HCC-LCC
currents ofTaguchi et al.(1993). The ionospheric Pedersen
closure current of the C1–C2 currents give rise to a distinct
convection channel at the polar cap boundary in the mid-
morning sector during the prevailing IMFBy positive condi-
tions (marked by the shaded area in the figure). The presence
of this convection channel has been documented inSa dholt
and Farrugia(2007b).
2.2 Wind interplanetary data
Interplanetary field and plasma data from the SWE (Ogilvie
et al., 1995) and MFI (Lepping et al., 1995) instruments on
spacecraft Wind are shown in Fig.2 for the time interval
07:00–09:30 UT. At the center of the interval of interest Wind
was at (199.7, 1.6, 26.5)RE upstream of Earth. UsingVx the
convection delay to the subsolar magnetopause is estimated
as 1 hr and the time in Fig.2 has been shifted by this amount.
From top to bottom the panels show the proton density, bulk
speed, temperature and dynamic pressure followed by the to-
tal field, the GSM components of the field, and the polar an-
gle in the GSM (YZ) plane, i.e. the clock angle. Wind ob-
served a slow solar wind of below-average density, dynamic
pressure. The IMF is tilted antisunward and pointing south
with a strong and generally positiveBy component.
2.3 Auroral observations
Figure3 shows MSP data from NẙAlesund during the in-
terval 07:30–09:30 UT, representing the local time sector
∼11:00–13:00 MLT. The auroral activity around 09:00 MLT
on this same day (indicated schematically in Fig.3) is doc-
umented inFarrugia et al.(2003). Here we shall investigate
the following: (i) PMAFs/prenoon: the auroral brightening
forms appearing in the late prenoon sector (07:30–07:50 UT;
∼11:00–11:20 MLT), (ii) MABS: the much weaker “midday
auroral brightening sequence” observed during the interval
07:50–08:40 UT (11:20–12:10 MLT), (iii) PMAFs/postnoon:
the intense brightening forms in the early postnoon sec-
tor (08:40–09:00 UT; 12:10–12:30 MLT), and (iv) Multiple
brightening PMAFs with intense, higher-latitude form dur-
ing the interval 09:00–09:30 UT.
The attenuated emission (midday gap aurora) observed in
the 11:20–12:10 MLT sector is delimited by the two verti-
cal guidelines. The PMAF/prenoon activity during 07:35–
07:45 UT is characterized by an intense brightening in the
south (near zenith) followed by a clear poleward expansion
phase (07:38–07:45 UT). The high-latitude part (30–60◦ NZ)
of this event persists for about 10 min. This is a good exam-
ple of a type 3 PMAF ofFasel(1995).
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Fig. 3. Ny Ålesund meridian scanning photometer (MSP) data
for the interval 07:30–09:30 UT (appr. 11:00–13:00 MLT). Line-of-
sight emission intensity at 630.0 nm versus zenith angle and time
is color coded according to the scale at the bottom. Magnetic
north is up. Three auroral features (PMAFs/prenoon, MABS, and
PMAFs/postnoon) are marked by vertical guidelines.
The PMAFs/postnoon (08:40–09:30 UT) may be divided
in two subintervals according to the brightening structure.
The earlier activity in the interval 08:40–09:00 UT may be
identified as type 1 events while the activity in the inter-
val 09:00–09:30 UT is more complex. The event at 09:15–
09:25 UT seems to be a type 3 event. It is characterized
by a very intense “rebrightening form” in the north (30–60◦
NZ). This is what we call a poleward boundary intensifica-
tion (PBI). It is particularly intense in the 557.7 nm emission
(not shown). The smaller event at 09:03–09:10 UT is simi-
lar, but the rebrightening is not so intense as that at 09:20–
09:25 UT. It may still be classified as a type 3 PMAF. The 2-
D characteristics of these auroral features will be illustrated
by ASC images below. After the presentation of the ASC
data we shall document the plasma convection characteris-
tics associated with these phenomena, as observed by Super-
DARN radars.
Figure4 shows a schematic illustration of the IMF clock
angle obtained by Wind (upper panel; see bottom panel of
Fig.2) and major features of the MSP data shown in Fig.3 for
the interval 07:00–09:30 UT. Auroral forms/activities corre-
sponding to three MLT sectors (PMAFs/prenoon, MABS,
and PMAFs/postnoon) are marked in the figure. We note
that the Wind to ground propagation delay in this case may
differ for the PMAFs/prenoon and PMAFs/postnoon activ-
ities (Maynard et al., 2001). The delay applied here (1 h)




MSP at 630.0 nm









0700 0800 0900 UT
PMAFs/prenoon PMAFs/postnoonMABS
Z
Fig. 4. Upper panel shows the IMF clock angle (Wind time plus
1 h). Lower panel shows a schematic summary of the NyÅlesund
MSP data for the interval 0700-0930 UT representing three MLT
sectors: prenoon, noon, and postnoon.
ties. It thus appears that the major type 3 PMAF/postnoon
at 09:20 UT is likely triggered by the rapid IMF transition
involving a clock angle rotation from 135 to 90◦ (see Fig.2).
Below we shall report ASC observations of the 2-D aspects
of the aurora and SuperDARN spatial convection plots for
the times indicated by horizontal bars at the bottom of the
figure.
We shall next document the 2-D characteristics of the
type 3 PMAF/prenoon event at 07:34–07:44 UT, the type 1
PMAF/postnoon event at 08:40–08:50 UT and the type 3
event at 09:15–09:25 UT. All these events are clearly man-
ifested in the MSP plot in Fig.3.
Figure5 shows ASC images at 630.0 nm obtained at Ny
Ålesund during the interval 07:34–07:44 UT. The perspec-
tive is looking down on the aurora. The central vertical line
marks the∼11:00 MLT meridian and gives the location of
the station at this UT. We recognize the brightening of a
form in the western (left) part of the FOV at 07:34–07:36 UT
(upper row). This form expanded eastward (noonward) dur-
ing the interval 07:34–07:38 UT. The major brightening in
the MSP plot at 07:35 UT (Fig.3) marks the time when the
www.ann-geophys.net/26/2159/2008/ Ann. Geophys., 26, 2159–2177, 2008
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Fig. 5. ASC image sequence at 630.0 nm during the interval 07:34–07:44 UT. The coordinate system is zenth angle versus local azimuth.
Zenith angles of 30, 60 and 90◦ are marked by dashed circles of increasing radius. The central vertical line marks the 11:00 MLT meridian.
North is up and west is to the left. The image integration time is 2 s.
expanding form reached the local meridian (11:00 MLT). In
the interval 07:38–07:42 UT (lower row) this form expanded
poleward and then configured as a relatively stable, extended
form in the east-west dimension, crossing the NyÅlesund
meridian north of zenith, during 07:42–07:44 UT (the last
two images).
Figure 6 shows ASC images at 630.0 nm obtained dur-
ing the interval 08:40–08:50 UT. The central vertical yel-
low line marks the∼12:00 MLT meridian. In the upper
row (08:40–08:44 UT) we recognize the presence of bright
forms on the eastern (right; postnoon) side of the local merid-
ian (∼12:00 MLT). The much weaker auroral intensity on
the western (prenoon) side of noon is the attenuated emis-
sion we refer to as “midday gap aurora.” In the lower
row (08:46–08:50 UT) we recognize the westward expan-
sion of the postnoon activity. At 08:48–08:50 UT the bright
forms extend equatorward to 30◦ SZ at the local magnetic
meridian (see also MSP data in Fig.3) A combination of
Figs.3 and6 reveals the repetitive brightening/expansion of
the postnoon activity (PMAFs/postnoon) during the interval
08:40–09:00 UT.
Figure7 shows ASC images at 630.0 nm during the inter-
val 09:15–09:25 UT. The central vertical yellow line marks
the ∼12:45 MLT meridian. The approximate FOV of the
ASC (in MLT/MLAT coordinates) at this time is marked
by a circle in Fig.1. The first image (upper left) shows
the presence of elongated forms in the western (left) and
eastern (right) parts of the FOV and weaker forms cross-
ing the local magnetic meridian. Evident are the brighten-
ing and rapid westward (noonward) expansion of the post-
noon (right side) forms during the interval 09:17–09:21 UT.
At 09:21 UT the expanding form intersected the the local
Ann. Geophys., 26, 2159–2177, 2008 www.ann-geophys.net/26/2159/2008/
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Fig. 6. ASC images at 630.0 nm during interval 08:40–08:50 UT. The central vertical line marks the∼1200 MLT meridian. Same format as
in Fig. 5.
meridian (∼12:45 MLT) at ∼40◦ NZ (see also Fig.3). A
fading of this form starting from its eastern (right) side part
is seen during the interval 09:21–09:25 UT (lower row). A
schematic illustration of the location of the bright highest-
latitude form in MLT/MLAT coordinates is given by the
heavy dashed line in Fig.1.
2.4 SuperDARN convection data
We start with the presentation of SuperDARN background
convection for the PMAFs/prenoon events in this case
(07:50 UT).
Figure 8 shows SuperDARN convection data for the in-
terval 07:50–07:52 UT (http://superdarn.jhuapl.edu). We
notice a relatively good radar coverage in the region of
the auroral observations (see double-arrowed line). Super-
DARN (Greenwald et al., 1995) provides line-of-sight ve-
locity measurements of the high-latitude ionosphere. These
measurements are combined using the “Map Potential” fit-
ting technique (Ruohoniemi and Baker, 1998) to produce
maps of large-scale ionospheric convection.
Figure 8 indicates a weakly distorted 2-cell pattern. A
westward (dawnward) convection component across noon is
present in addition to the antisunward convection in the mid-
day sector. We may also conclude that the PMAFs/prenoon
(observed before 07:50 UT; see Fig.3) belong to the dawn-
centered convection cell. These events are initially expand-
ing noonward from an origin westward of the NẙAlesund
meridian (see Fig.5). At 07:50 UT the zero-point potential
line separating the dawn-centered and the dusk-centered con-
vection cells lies in the close vicinity of the optical site in Ny
Ålesund (marked by solid dot in the figure).
Figure9 shows SuperDARN convection data for 08:40–
08:42 UT. In this case the radar coverage was also good in the
www.ann-geophys.net/26/2159/2008/ Ann. Geophys., 26, 2159–2177, 2008
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Fig. 7. ASC images at 630.0 nm during the interval 09:15–09:25 UT. The central vertical line marks the∼12:45 MLT meridian. Same format
as in Fig.5.
sector of the NẙAlesund auroral observations which is dom-
inated by the dusk-centered (left) convection cell. A moder-
ately distorted 2-cell pattern is indicated. PMAFs/postnoon
(observed by the NẙAlesund MSP after 08:40 UT; Fig.3)
belong to dusk-centered convection cell. As shown in Fig.6
these events expand noonward, into the MSP FOV, from an
origin eastward (duskward) of the NẙAlesund meridian.
Figure10 shows SuperDARN convection data for 09:20–
09:22 UT. A strongly distorted twin-cell convection pattern
is observed near noon. It is characterized by the westward
protrusion of the dusk-side convection cell. A channel of en-
hanced westward convection (shown in red) is observed in
a belt located slightly poleward of NẙAlesund. A region
of strong flow shear is observed at the poleward boundary
of this convection channel. This is the site of the bright,
high-latitude auroral form appearing at 09:20 UT (see Fig.3)
which we identified as a type 3 PMAF. Thus, we may con-
clude that this form belongs to the category of so-called flow
shear arcs (Reiff et al., 1978).
3 Observations on 4 December 1999
3.1 Case overview
Here we report aurora-convection states under strong asym-
metries induced by positive IMFBy , and including the rapid
response to a bi-modal IMF transition (southward turning
followed by northward turning). The following aurora-
convection states are encountered: (I) Cusp auroral bright-
ening sequence and associated PMAFs/postnoon in distorted
dusk cell during steady south-east IMF orientation (θ=130◦).
(II) Cusp auroral intensification in response to southward
turning (clock angleθ approaching 150◦) and associated
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Fig. 8. SuperDARN convection data for 07:50–07:52 UT. Ion drift
vectors and convection streamlines are shown in MLT/MLAT co-
ordinates. MSP FOV at 630.0 nm is marked by double-arrowed
meridional line. NyÅlesund is marked by bold dot. 12:00 MLT is
at the top. The perspective is looking down on the polar atmosphere
with the magnetic pole in the center. Dawn is to the right.
dynamic pressure enhancement. (III) Rapid (1–2 min) tran-
sition to “double cusp” and flow shear arcs (FSAs) im-
mediately poleward of the “northward IMF cusp” after the
northward turning. The “double cusp” consists of a “south-
ward IMF cusp” at reduced intensity, and the much brighter
“northward IMF cusp”. Bright green line polar arcs ex-
panded westward (across the noon meridian) from the post-
noon side. They appear in a region of strong flow shear at the
poleward boundary of a convection channel at the cusp pole-
ward boundary. Thus, this is a second example of flow shear
arcs (Reiff et al., 1978) triggered by a northward turning of
the IMF. In this case a DMSP pass crossed the cusp and its
adjacent arcs and thereby documented the particle precipita-
tion in the flow shear arcs.
3.2 Wind interplanetary data
Figure 11 shows plasma and magnetic field data obtained
from spacecraft Wind during the interval 08:30–10:00 UT
when Wind was located in the dawnside magnetosheath tail-
ward of the terminator. Its average position was (−42.1,
−30.4,−12.0)RE (GSE coordinates). This is a high speed
stream where the proton density is varying between 10–
15 cm−3, a dynamic pressure changing between 5–10 nPa,
and a magnetic field amplitude of 20–35 nT. IMFBx andBy
are negative and positive, respectively, whileBz (the north-


































Fig. 9. SuperDARN convection data for 08:40–08:42 UT. Same for-


































Fig. 10. SuperDARN convection data for 09:20–09:22 UT. Same
format as in Fig.8
09:19/19:20 UT. We shall focus on the four states in the in-
tervals I–IV bounded by the vertical guidelines. Because
of Wind’s position and the high solar wind/magnetosheath
speed we consider that the cusp region was affected by
the solar wind/IMF changes practically simultaneously with
heir measurement at Wind or a few minutes earlier.
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Fig. 11. Wind magnetic field and solar wind plasma data for the
interval 08:30–10:00 UT. Panels from top to bottom shows proton
density, temperature, bulk speed, dynamic pressure, the total mag-
netic field and its componentsBx , By , andBz. The bottom panel
shows the IMF clock angle in the GSM Y-Z plane. Intervals of
different magnetic field orientation are delimited by vertical guide-
lines.
Interval I (08:50–09:13 UT): stable, south-east magnetic
field orientation (clock angle (θ )=120–135◦). Interval II
(09:13–09:16 UT): strongly south orientation (θ=150–160◦);
enhanced density/dynamic pressure. Interval III (09:16–
09:20 UT): northward transition (θ decreasing from 160–
45◦). Interval IV (09:20–09:30 UT): strongly northward field
orientation (θ=40–50◦).
Below we shall study the aurora and plasma convection
states corresponding to these intervals.
Figure12shows MSP data at two wavelengths (630.0 nm;
557.7 nm) for 09:00–09:26 UT. We have:
Interval I (09:00–09:10 UT): Two brightenings centered at
50◦ SZ (red line emission).
Interval II (09:10–09:14 UT): Bright cusp (see green line
emission). The red line maximum is a few min delayed with
respect to the corresponding green line emission, a delay re-
lated to the time constant of the red line emission.
Interval III (09:14–09:16 UT): An attenuated cusp emission
Fig. 12.Ny Ålesund MSP data (line-of-sight intensity versus zenith
angle) during the interval 09:00–09:26 UT. The red and green line
intensities are shown in the upper and bottom panels, respectively.
Subintervals are marked by vertical guidelines.
(green line) is observed at the original position in this transi-
tion state.
Interval IV (09:16–09:20 UT): The auroral configuration
consists of a double (latitudinally bifurcated) cusp aurora and
polar arcs adjacent to the northernmost cusp component. The
old (southward IMF) cusp appears at reduced intensity (at
50◦ SZ) and the new (northward IMF) cusp (centered at 30–
40◦ SZ; red line emission) appears at a high red line intensity
(comparable to that of the previous southward IMF cusp).
The poleward shift of polar arcs at 09:18 UT is also marked
by vertical guideline. We note that the arcs appears strongly
in the green line emission and that after 09:17 UT they are
also present in the red line emission (near zenith). The dif-
ference in zenith angle location of the two emissions is due to
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Fig. 13. SuperDARN convection data obtained during the interval
09:00–09:02 UT. Same format as in Fig.8.
the different emission altitude. After 09:20 UT the polar arcs
appear at much reduced intensity. This is accompanied by
a fading and latitudinally narrowing of the local cusp (along
the 12:45 MLT meridian). The observation geometry of the
aurora in relation to plasma convection will be illustrated be-
low at three times (before, under, and after the northward
turning).
Figure13shows a spatial plot of the SuperDARN convec-
tion for 09:00–09:02 UT. We note the channel of enhanced
westward convection (yellow arrows) in the latitude regime
72–76◦ MLAT in the 11:00–14:00 MLT sector. We note
from Fig. 12 that one auroral brightening event maximized
at 50◦ SZ (630.0 nm) at 09:01–09:02 UT. This corresponds
to ∼73◦ MLAT, assuming an emission altitude of 250 km for
the 630.0 nm transition line. We may conclude that the au-
roral emission at∼72–75◦ MLAT is colocated with the con-
vection channel indicated (flow speed near 2 km/s) arrows in
the SuperDARN plot. This auroral brightening and the fol-
lowing PMAF (approaching 75◦ MLAT) is thus placed in the
context of plasma convection. We document that this PMAF
activity is associated with the distorted postnoon convection
cell. Following the nomenclature ofSandholt and Farrugia
(2007a) it is referred to as PMAF/By>0/postnoon. Since
no rebrightenings are observed, this corresponds to a type 1
PMAF in the classification of Fasel.
Figure 14 shows a SuperDARN spatial plot for 09:20–
09:22 UT. Compared to the previous (09:00 UT) convection
state we can see the following changes: (i) reduced flow
speeds in the postnoon sector (M-cell), (ii) a channel of en-
hanced westward-directed flow (yellow) has expanded west-
Fig. 14. SuperDARN convection data for 09:20–09:22 UT. Same
format as in Fig.8. The track of spacecraft DMSP F13 during the
interval 09:09–09:19 UT has been overlayed. Precipitation regimes
along the track are indicated. Latitudinally separate auroral forms
have been marked along the NyÅlesund MSP scanning meridian
(∼12:40 MLT).
ward and poleward, (iii) a flow shear at poleward boundary
of the flow channel, marked negative poleward gradient, has
also expanded to prenoon MLTs.
Three latitudinally separate auroral forms have been
marked along the MSP scanning meridian at 09:20 UT (appr.
12:45 MLT). Proceeding from south to north these forms are
(i) the “southward IMF cusp”, (ii) the “northward IMF cusp”,
and (iii) the regime of polar arcs (see Fig.12) located im-
mediately north of NyÅlesund. The polar arc regime is
characterized by a strong flow shear adjacent to the cusp
poleward boundary. From standard current continuity re-
quirement (Reiff et al., 1978) we may conclude that the cor-
responding converging electric field is accompanied by an
upward-directed Birkeland current. Thus, the arcs appear in
a region of flow shear and upward-directed Birkeland cur-
rent.
The following precipitation regimes are detected by F13
during the interval 09:09–09:19 UT: 09:09–09:12 UT: po-
lar arcs (PAs), 09:12–09:16 UT: polar rain (PR), 09:16–
09:17 UT: intensified polar arcs (PAs), 09:17–09:18:20 UT:
cusp/LLBL-type, 09:18:20–09:21 UT: CPS-type. A channel
of enhanced antisunward convection within 74–75◦ MLAT
is detected by F13 during the interval 09:17–09:18 UT. This
flow channel is thus located equatorward of the convection
channel detected by SuperDARN at 09:20–09:22 UT within
75–77◦ MLAT (see yellow drift vectors). The mismatch
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Fig. 15. ACE solar wind plasma and IMF data for the interval
06:00–09:00 UT. Panels show from top to bottom proton density,
bulk speed, proton temperature, dynamic pressure, the total mag-
netic field and its componentsBx , By , andBz. The bottom panel
shows the IMF clock angle. Subintervals are delimited by verti-
cal guidelines. Abrupt changes of IMFBy polarity are marked by
arrows.
between the F13 and the ground convection data is due to the
poleward motion and latitudinal expansion of the convection
channel during the interval between the two measurements
(09:17–09:20/09:22 UT). A corresponding change is seen in
the ground auroral observations in this interval (Fig.12).
On the polar arc precipitation, as inferred from the ground
and satellite data, we add the following remark. The po-
lar arcs (PAs) observed by F13 in the postnoon sector
(15:00–16:00 MLT) during 09:09–00:12 UT correspond to
the interval immediately before the IMF northward turn-
ing (θ=120◦) while the intensified arcs observed prenoon
(09:00–10:00 MLT) during 09:16–09:17 UT (from the same
spacecraft) refer to the interval immediately after the north-
ward turning. The intensified arcs appears in the ground
data (at 12:30 MLT) at 09:15–09:16 UT. At 09:16 UT they
are identified in the F13 electron precipitation data at
11.2 MLT/76.8◦ MLAT. From this information we conclude
that the polar arcs which resided in the late postnoon-dusk
sector (beyond the 15:00 MLT meridian; not seen by the MSP
at 12:45 MLT) before the IMF transition (as observed by F13
during 09:09–09:12 UT) intensified and expanded rapidly
westward during the interval 09:15–09:16 UT, thereby reach-
ing the 11.2 MLT meridian at 09:16 UT (F13 data). The full
discussion of the response to the northward turning of the
IMF is presented in the discussion section. The F13 data
obtained during the interval 09:13–09:22 UT have been re-
ported bySandholt et al.(2002b).
4 Observations on 8 January 1999
4.1 Case overview
Here we study the association of aurora and plasma con-
vection as the station moved with the Earth through the
10:00–13:00 MLT sector under generally southwest (By<0)
conditions which are interrupted by brief pulses ofBy>0.
Thus this interval is appropriate for the study of the aurora-
convection state under generally stableBy<0 conditions
(clock angle range: 70–180◦) on which are overlaid tran-
sients triggered by sharpBy polarity changes. We shall focus
on the following three features of the spatio-temporal struc-
ture of the aurora – convection observations:
1. auroral activity (PMAFs/prenoon) involving three lati-
tudinally separate precipitation regimes in the strongly
distorted prenoon convection cell under steady south-
west (By-dominated) IMF orientation,
2. strongly attenuated aurora in the close vicinity of
the zero-point potential line separating the prenoon
and postnoon convection cells in a symmetrical 2-
cell convection configuration under strongly south (Bz-
dominated) IMF conditions, and
3. auroral activity (PMAFs/postnoon) in the distorted
postnoon convection cell under disturbed IMF condi-
tions consisting of precipitation transients (equatorward
boundary intensifications) and channel of enhanced
westward convection on open LLBL field lines and flow
shear arcs appearing at higher latitudes, at the poleward
boundary of the convection channel.
4.2 ACE interplanetary data
Figure 15 shows the solar wind plasma and IMF data
obtained from spacecraft ACE during the interval 06:00–
09:00 UT. The average position of ACE was (229.3, 37.4,
3.6)RE . During this interval (06:00–09:00 UT) the proton
density, bulk speed, and dynamic pressure are fluctuationg
around the following mean values: 7 cm−3, 460 km/s, and
3 nPa. The amplitude of the IMF is stable at 8–9 nT. The
Bx andBy components are generally positive and negative,
respectively. The negativeBy interval is interupted by brief
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pulses of positiveBy at 07:40, 07:50, 08:10, and 08:20 UT. A
continuously increasing negativeBz component (0–−7 nT)
is observed between 06:50–07:42 UT. This interval we shall
divide in two subintervals corresponding to the two clock an-
gle regimes 110–150◦ (By-dominated interval I) and 150–
180◦ (Bz-dominated interval in the figure). During inter-
val III (07:42–08:09 UT) the negativeBy is the major com-
ponent (Bz is only slightly negative;θ=100-130◦). Inter-
val III is interrupted by a briefBy positive pulse and en-
hanced plasma density/dynamic pressure at 07:50–07:53 UT.
During interval IV (08:10–08:30 UT) both theBz and By
components are fluctuating. The two brief pulses of positive
By at 08:09–08:12 and 08:19–08:22 UT are accompanied by
pulses of enhanced proton density/dynamic pressure.
So, we distinguish between four IMF states/regimes:
1. 07:00–07:25 UT: southwest IMF (clock angle range =
110–150◦);
2. 07:25–07:42 UT: strongly south IMF orientation (clock
angle range = 150–180◦) followed by rapid northward
transition at 07:42 UT,
3. 07:42–08:09 UT:By-dominated (southwest) IMF orien-
tation (clock angle range = 90–120◦) interrupted by one
brief pulse of positiveBy ,
4. 08:09–08:30 UT: strongly fluctuating IMF orientation
with positive and negativeBz andBy values being re-
alized.
Applying a solar wind speed of 460 km/s and also includ-
ing a dynamic pressure of 3 nPa to get the magnetopause
position and the slowing down of the speed in the magne-
tosheath, we obtain an ACE-to-magnetopause propagation
delay of 55 min. This is useful information when we relate
the solar wind plasma and IMF conditions to observations of
the dayside aurora.
4.3 Auroral observations
Figure 16 shows MSP data at two wavelengths (630.0
and 557.7 nm) obtained during the interval 08:10–09:40 UT
(11:40–13:10 MLT). We shall focus on the following fea-
tures: (i) prenoon sector activity at 08:10–08:25 UT (11:40–
11:55 MLT), (ii) aurora at reduced intensity (“midday gap”
or “midday minimum”) during 08:25–08:52 UT (11:55–
12:27 MLT), and (iii) postnoon auroral activity during 08:52–
09:40 UT (12:27–13:10 MLT). Representative examples of
the plasma convection states (SuperDARN data) during the
times 08:20, 08:40, 09:20, 09:30, and 09:40 UT (see verti-
cal guidelines) will be given below. Interval (i) is charac-
terized by the presence of three latitude regimes of different
auroral forms. The pulsating diffuse, green line aurora in
the south (absent in the red line) is detached from the ma-
jor discrete forms in the range 30◦ SZ-zenith in the green
line emission (MLAT range 74–76◦ MLAT). Brightenings
Fig. 16. Ny Ålesund MSP data for the interval 08:10–09:40 UT.
The red and the green line emissons are shown in the upper and
lower panels, respectively. Times of SuperDARN plasma convec-
tion data shown in this study are indicated by vertical guidelines.
Same format as in Fig.3.
in the latter regime are seen to expand from lower (SZ) to
higher (NZ) latitudes (PMAFs) and sometimes (see 08:14–
08:20 UT) “rebrightenings” appear well to the north of the
station (appr. 78◦ MLAT). Thus, the 08:14–08:20 UT event
is identified as a type 2 PMAF/prenoon/By<0.
Interval (ii) from 08:25–08:52 UT is characterized by a
strongly attenuated emission intensity at both wavelength
channels. In interval (iii) from 08:52–09:40 UT the red line
emission is more intense than in the prenoon interval. Bright-
enings are seen in two latitudinally separate bands (15–40◦
SZ and 10◦ SZ – 20◦ NZ in the red line). In some of these
cases brightenings are propagating from lower to higher lat-
itudes, crossing station zenith. These latter events are cate-
gorized as type 2 PMAFs/postnoon/By<0. Below we shall
report SuperDARN plasma convection data representing the
four times marked by the vertical gudelines in Fig.16
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Fig. 17. SuperDARN convection data for 08:20–08:22 UT. Same
format as in Fig.8.
Fig. 18. SuperDARN convection data for 08:40–08:42 UT. Same
format as in Fig.8.
4.4 SuperDARN convection data
Figure17 shows the northern part of the MSP FOV located
in a region of strongly distorted prenoon convection cell con-
sistent with the prevailing negative IMFBy polarity. A chan-





Fig. 19. SuperDARN convection data for 09:20–09:22 UT. Same
format as in Fig.8.
to postnoon longitudes. The convection vectors turns north-
ward at the poleward boundary of this flow channel.
We recall the auroral observations in Fig.16which showed
different auroral forms covering a wide range of latitudes
(type 2 PMAFs/prenoon). The bright discrete aurora within
74–76◦ MLAT coincides with the equatorward boundary of
the convection channel. PMAFs extending to higher latitudes
(76–78◦ MLAT) occur in the region of a significant poleward
convection component.
Figure18 shows a more symmetrical convection configu-
ration with the MSP FOV being located near the zero-point
potential line between the convection cells. Recalling the
MSP observations of the aurora in Fig.16we do see that this
MLT sector is characterized by a strongly reduced auroral in-
tensity during an interval of strongly south IMF orientation
(clock angleθ≥150◦). This auroral regime we identify as the
so-called “the midday gap aurora.”
Figure 19 shows the MSP FOV located in the postnoon
convection cell (near the flow reversal). The local plasma
convection turns from westward on the equatorward side of
the station, within the range 74–75◦ MLAT, to northeastward
poleward of the station, within 76–80◦ MLAT. The track of
spacecraft DMSP F11 during the interval 09:14–09:17 UT is
overlayed. The precipitation data from the satellite shows
that the plasma flow channel in the midday sector is colo-
cated with LLBL type precipitation (Sandholt et al., 2002a).
The LLBL interval is delimited by two bars along the F11
trajectory (09:15:30–09:17:00 UT). This tells us that the au-
roral brightening events observed slightly south of zenith in
this case were caused by magnetosheath type precipitation
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Fig. 20. SuperDARN convection data for 09:30–09:32 UT. Same
format as in Fig.8.
located on open LLBL field lines. PMAFs extending to
higher latitudes (beyond the zenith of the station) occur in
a regime of large northeastward convection. The clockwise
flow vorticity at this locale is consistent with the presence of
Birkeland current directed out of the ionosphere.
Figure20 shows SuperDARN convection data for 09:30–
09:32 UT. The convection in the zenith of the optical site is
characterized by strong clockwise vorticity in the postnoon
convection cell. This is the site of the rebrightenings in the
type 2 PMAFs observed at this time (Fig.16).
Figure21 shows SuperDARN convection data for 09:40–
09:42 UT. We note the presence of a strongly distorted 2-cell
pattern. A channel of enhanced eastward convection (con-
sistent with the steadyBy<0 conditions detected by ACE)
is seen in the postnoon sector, within the latitude range 76–
80◦ MLAT. The optical site (at appr. 12:30 MLT) is colocated
with the equatorward boundary of the eastward-directed
flow channel. This is the site of strong clockwise vortic-
ity where intense outward-flowing Birkeland current sheets
are expected to be present. Transient auroral forms (type 2
PMAFs/postnoon) are seen in this same region (Fig.16).
4.5 Summary of observations
We distinguish between four IMF states and the correspond-
ing categories of plasma convection and auroral morphology
in the 10:00–14:00 MLT sector.
IMF state I (07:00–07:25 UT;By<0, Bz<0, θ=110–150◦)
is associated with prenoon aurora consisting of latitudinally
separate precipitation regimes (diffuse aurora in south and
PMAFs/prenoon expanding across the zenith of the station)
Fig. 21. SuperDARN convection data for 09:40–09:42 UT. Same
format as in Fig.8.
and a strongly asymmetrical 2-cell convection pattern. The
auroral activity (PMAFs/prenoon events) is associated with
the distorted prenoon convection cell) during the interval
08:10–08:25 UT.
IMF state II (07:35–07:42 UT; strongly south orientation;
θ=150–180◦) corresponds to an auroral emission band at
much reduced intensity near noon (08:25–08:42 UT) and the
establishment of a rather symmetrical two-cell convection
pattern (see 08:40 UT SuperDARN data). Except for the
transient event at 07:42 UT the strongly attenuated aurora
prevails until 08:52 UT.
IMF state III (07:42–08:09 UT;By-negative dominated ex-
cept for one briefBy positive pulse;θ=100–130◦) corre-
sponding to auroral brightening events in the distorted post-
noon convection cell during 08:53–09:10 UT.
IMF state IV (08:09–08:30 UT;Bx>0; By and Bz fluc-
tuations;θ=30–120◦) corresponding to auroral brightenings
in two separate latitude regimes in a strongly distorted post-
noon convection cell. The equatorward boundary intensifi-
cations are pulses of LLBL precipitation on newly open field
lines (see the DMSP F11 data at 09:17 UT reported bySand-
holt et al., 2002a). The subsequent brightenings located at
higher latitudes (PMAFs/postnoon) are identified as FSAs
triggered by plasma flow transients (see SuperDARN data
at 09:20 UT).
IMF state V (08:30–09:00 UT;By=−9 nT, Bz=0–3 nT;
θ=70–90◦) corresponding to two latitudinally separate auro-
ral bands and stronglyBy-distorted (asymmetric) convection
cells (eastward directed flow channel; see SuperDARN data
at 09:40 UT) from 09:30 UT onwards.
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We note that IMF intervals I, III and V are similar (strongly
negative By) while intervals II (strongly south) and IV
(strongly fluctuatingBy) are different. This is reflected in
basically three different aurora/convection states.
5 Discussion
Using cases studies on three different days, we investigated
plasma convection in the 09:00–14:00 MLT sector in relation
to PMAFs. The aurora consists of prenoon and postnoon
activities separated by a limited band around noon where
the auroral intensity is strongly attenuated. Thus, the ob-
served auroral configuration (PMAFs/prenoon, midday gap,
PMAFs/postnoon) and the auroral motion pattern in relation
to plasma convection channels are similar to that envisaged
by Kan et al.(1996). The IMF By effects were not consid-
ered byKan et al.(1996). The focus in this paper is on the
auroral transients in the pre- and postnoon sectors in relation
to dawn-dusk asymmetric plasma convection cells induced
by IMF By . We find that auroral transients are triggered
by IMF transitions (By-pulses/fluctuations and northward
turnings) and/or solar wind dynamic pressure enhancements.
PMAFs/prenoon and PMAFs/postnoon consists of brighten-
ings appearing in 2–3 different latitude regimes. In the past
these events have been referred to as “multiple brightening
PMAFs” (Fasel, 1995). It has been shown in case studies
that the initial, most equatorward brightenings occur in the
latitude regime of LLBL-type precipitation, on newly open
field lines (Sandholt et al., 2002a). A second brightening may
occur in the region of flow shear and upward-directed Birke-
land current as depicted in the Southwood model of the iono-
spheric signature of FTEs (Southwood, 1987; Sandholt et al.,
1990). This dual brightening is observed during steady IMF
and solar wind conditions (Sandholt and Farrugia, 2007a). In
this paper we investigate the role of flow shear at the iono-
spheric level under unsettled IMF and solar wind conditions.
It has been suggested that transient variability in the IMF
By component should lead to so-called flow shear arcs in
the dayside aurora (Newell and Sibeck, 1993). First we dis-
cuss the equatorward boundary intensifications (EBIs). After
that we shall consider the higher-latitude transients including
those we call poleward boundary intensifications (PBIs), lo-
cated in the close vicinity of the cusp.
Good examples of EBIs in our observations are
the prenoon/By>0 (07:35–07:38 UT) and postnoon/By>0
(08:40–09:00 UT) events on 3 December 1997 (see Fig.3)
and the postnoon/By fluctuating (09:10–09:20 UT) events on
8 January 1999. In some cases, particularly in the prenoon
sector, intense BPS-type arcs associated with upward-
directed Birkeland currents are observed at the equatorward
edge of the open LLBL (Sandholt and Newell, 1992).
The prenoon/By>0 EBI on 3 December 1997 (07:35–
07:38 UT) is connected with the dawn-centered convection
cell. This brightening event, appearing at 76◦ MLAT, ex-
pands noonward (eastward) along the equatorward edge of a
channel of enhanced eastward convection. Thus, it is located
in a region of flow shear at the equatorward edge of the east-
ward (noonward)-directed convection channel and related
upward-directed Birkeland current. The subsequent pole-
ward expansion followed by a more stationary high-latitude
aurora is an example of category 3 PMAFs (asel, 1995).
On 8 January 1999 EBIs are observed in the prenoon
(08:10–08:30 UT) and postnoon (09:00–09:40 UT) sectors.
In the former case the auroral brightenings occur in a lati-
tude regime (74–75◦ MLAT) of strong clockwise flow vor-
ticity in the strongly distorted dawn-centered convection cell
documented in Fig.17.
The EBIs in the postnoon sector (09:00–09:40 UT) are
located at the equatorward boundary of the channel of en-
hanced westward (noonward) convection, slightly equator-
ward of the optical site in NẙAlesund, as seen in Figs.19,
20 and 21. The IMF By-induced dawn-dusk convection
asymmetry (distortion) is particularly strong in the 09:40 UT
case corresponding to IMF|By/Bz|>1 conditions. As doc-
umented by the DMSP F11 data during a pass at 09:16–
09:17 UT (Fig.19) the EBIs in this case correspond to newly
open LLBL field lines (Sandholt et al., 2002a).
Next we discuss the auroral brightenings appearing in the
poleward part of the cusp precipitation (mantle) which we
call PBIs. These consist of PMAF rebrightenings of type 3
according to the classification ofFasel(1995). We document
that the most intense brightenings (particularly strong in the
green line emission) of this type occur in regions of high flow
shear associated with transient distortions of plasma convec-
tion cells during IMF|By/Bz|>1 conditions, and thus with
intense Birkeland current sheets. This interpretation in terms
of flow shear arcs (FSAs) is most easily applicable to the
strongly distorted dusk-centered convection cells appearing
during positive IMFBy conditions. According toFrey et al.
(2004) such high-latitude dayside arcs (HiLDAs) “shows a
maximum in the Northern Hemisphere during sunlit summer
months and an almost complete absence in the dark winter.”
Representative examples of winter PBIs are the 09:20 UT
brightening arcs observed in bothBy>0 cases reported here
(3 December 1997 and 4 December 1999). Both events
were triggered by northward turnings of the IMF giving rise
to westward/noonward expansions of dusk-centered convec-
tion cells. Even during steady southeast IMF orientation
(θ∼135◦) the same type of polar arcs (FSAs) are observed
in the postnoon/dusk sector, beyond the 14:00 MLT merid-
ian (Sandholt et al., 2006). We document that these polar arcs
intensify and expand westward (across the 12:00 MLT merid-
ian) in close association with the strongly distorted dusk-
centered convection cells appearing in response to northward
turnings of the IMF. The arcs are excited by precipitation
of ∼1–5 keV electrons located at the poleward boundary of
a channel of enhanced westward convection and the associ-
ated cusp-type precipitation (seeSandholt et al., 2002a, and
Fig. 14).
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The convection/precipitation geometry in the case of the
eastward-directed IMF (θ=90◦) on 3 December 1997 is
schematically illustrated in Fig.1. The plasma flow indicated
by the red streamlines in this figure is the background con-
vection pattern with dawn-centered and dusk-centered con-
vection cells taken from Figs.8 and9 plus the flow transient
(FSA) which was activated around 09:20 UT (Fig.10). The
FSA is marked by the heavy dashed line in the figure. We
argue that in both cases (3 December 1997 and 4 December
1999) the postnoon cell expanding noonward (activated by
the northward turning) is a lobe cell triggered by lobe recon-
nection (Eriksson et al., 2003; Sandholt and Farrugia, 2006).
The 4 December case (Figs.13 and14) shows sunward con-
vection at high latitudes in the postnoon sector as expected
for a lobe cell underBy>0 conditions (Eriksson et al., 2005).
Then we move to the case of multiple brightenings on 8
January 1999 (case 3) when a generally negative IMFBy was
interupted by short intervals of positiveBy . We shall dis-
cuss one clear prenoon event (08:20 UT) and the postnoon
events during the interval 09:00–09:40 UT (Fig.16). The
prenoon event is a strong (see green line intensity) type 2
rebrightening form located at 78◦ MLAT, associated with a
By-distorted dawn-centered convection cell. IMFBy was
stable and negative at this time (Fig.15). The auroral form
is located at the poleward boundary of the westward-directed
flow channel documented in Fig.17. Here the plasma flow
is directed westward and poleward. In the absence of flow
shears no Birkeland currents are expected, and we thus con-
clude that this event is of a different category than those dis-
cussed above.
The postnoon events (09:00–09:40 UT) are type 2 bright-
enings located close to the station zenith. According to Su-
perDARN (Figs.19, 20, and21) this is a region of strong
clockwise flow vorticity in the distorted dusk-centered con-
vection cell. This is consistent with upward-directed Birke-
land current. Thus, these events belong to the category of
flow shear arcs (FSAs). These events are driven by transients,
chiefly in IMFBy (see arrows in Fig.15) and the plasma flow
disturbances they give rise to. Enhancements of solar wind
density/dynamic pressure may also contribute to the auroral
brightenings in these cases. This is the type of directly driven
activity discussed byNewell and Sibeck(1993).
6 Summary and conclusions
In this paper we study a variety of PMAF activities in the
context of the quasi-global dayside aurora and plasma con-
vection cells consisting of the following basic elements: (i)
PMAFs/prenoon in theBy-distorted dawn-centered cell (see
Fig. 17), (ii) the midday gap aurora with its brightening se-
quence (the MABS) located near the zero-point potential line
(see Figs.8 and18), and (iii) PMAFs/postnoon in theBy-
distorted postnoon cell (see Fig.10). Based on the obser-
vations reported in this paper and in recent work (Sandholt
and Farrugia, 2007a,b) the status on the brightening history
of PMAFs may be summarized as follows.
1. Type 1 PMAFs (absence of rebrightenings):
The type 1 events may be exemplified by the 09:00–
09:05 UT activity (PMAFs/postnoon/By>0) on 4 De-
cember 1999 (Fig.12).
2. Type 2 PMAFs (multiple brightening PMAFs):
This study confirms the finding ofFasel (1995)
that the majority of PMAFs are type 2 events.
Clear type 2 brightening histories are observed
in PMAFs/prenoon/By>0 (12 December 1999),
PMAFs/postnoon/By>0 (8 December 1999),
PMAFs/prenoon/By<0 (8 January 1999, 16 De-
cember 1998), and PMAFs/postnoon/By<0 (8 January
1999, 30 November 1997). (The 30 November 1997, 16
December 1998, 8 December 1999 and 12 December
1999 cases are documented inSandholt and Farrugia,
2007a). The different Birkeland current configurations
in PMAFs/prenoon/By>0 and PMAFs/postnoon/By>0
may be reflected in a corresponding dawn-dusk
asymmetry of the PMAF brightening histories as
demonstrated inSandholt and Farrugia(2007b).
3. Type 3 PMAFs (“same as PMAFs 2, but which slow
down and stop while maintaining their luminosity for
some time or rebrighten”):
Good examples of the long-lived type 3 events are
the 07:35–07:50 UT (PMAFs/prenoon/By>0) and the
09:15–09:25 UT (PMAFs/postnoon/By>0) cases on 3
December 1997 (Fig.3). The relative scarcity of types 1
and 3 events is illustrated by the fact that only few cases
of these types were observed during our three selected
days.
4. Sources of type 2 PMAFs:
(i) Occurrence under steady solar wind/IMF condi-
tions may appear associated with transient flow shear
at the boundary of a channel of enhanced convection
of the type proposed by Southwood (Southwood, 1987)
(see alsoSandholt et al., 1990; Sandholt and Farrugia,
2007a). (ii) Type 2 rebrightenings do occur in associa-
tion with IMF By transients (see the abrupt increases of
the negativeBy component on 8 January 1999). In the 8
January 1999 case rebrightenings appear in the region of
strong ionospheric flow shear (clockwise vorticity near
zenith of optical cite; Figs.19, 20 and21) in the By-
distorted convection cell in the postnoon sector. Thus
they are FSAs.
(iii) Multiple X-line reconnection at the magnetopause,
as suggested byLee and Fu(1985), was discussed by
Fasel et al.(1994b). Related to this we note the pres-
ence of multiple X-lines in recent MHD simulations of
FTEs (Raeder, 2006; Omidi and Sibeck, 2007).
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5. Type 3 PMAFs and polar arcs adjacent to the cusp pole-
ward boundary during IMFBz transients:
In the case ofBz transients andBy>0 polarity (see
the 09:20 UT northward turnings on 3 December 1997
and 4 December 1999) the intense PBIs appear as in-
tensified polar arcs expanding westward along the cusp
poleward boundary, in the region of strong flow shear
(clockwise flow vorticity) in stronglyBy-distorted con-
vection cells. Thus, they are flow shear arcs (FSAs)
directly driven by the IMF northward turnings. This
ionospheric response is a temporal structure (“cusp in
rapid transition” (Sandholt et al., 2002b; Escoubet et al.,
2008)) caused by the altered reconnection configura-
tion (see e.g.Moore et al., 2002) giving rise to expand-
ing lobe cells appearing shortly after the IMF transi-
tions (clock angle changes from 120–160◦ to ≤90◦ in
our example). In this case the plasma convection con-
figures as a composite pattern made up of a distorted
2-cell merging pattern and a lobe cell (Fig.14). The
09:20 UT event on 3 December 1997 (clock angle ap-
proaching 90◦) appears in the MSP data as a type 3
PMAF while the event on 4 December 1999 (clock an-
gle approaching 45◦) is not associated with PMAFs.
Both are FSAs at the cusp poleward boundary related
to transition states of the cusp configuration which may
reflect an increased tilt of the reconnection line after
the northward turning (seeMoore et al., 2002). From
the direct observations of the electron precipitation flux
(reaching 5 keV energy) on 4 December 1999 we in-
fer that similar electron precipitation events, although
mostly at lower energies, are present in the case of the
type 3 PMAFs. Statistical observations from space in-
dicate that such arcs show a maximum during the sunlit
summer months (Frey et al., 2004). The present ground
observations show that, given the appropriate interplan-
etary triggers, intense flow shear arcs are also present in
winter.
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